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Abstract
Social media has been on the vanguard of political infor-
mation diffusion in the 21st century. Most studies that look
into disinformation, political influence and fake-news focus
on mainstream social media platforms. This has inevitably
made English an important factor in our current understand-
ing of political activity on social media. As a result, there has
only been a limited number of studies into a large portion
of the world, including the largest, multilingual and multi-
cultural democracy: India. In this paper we present our char-
acterisation of a multilingual social network in India called
ShareChat. We collect an exhaustive dataset across 72 weeks
before and during the Indian general elections of 2019, across
14 languages. We investigate the cross lingual dynamics by
clustering visually similar images together, and exploring
how they move across language barriers. We find that Tel-
ugu, Malayalam, Tamil and Kannada languages tend to be
dominant in soliciting political images (often referred to as
memes), and posts from Hindi have the largest cross-lingual
diffusion across ShareChat (as well as images containing text
in English). In the case of images containing text that cross
language barriers, we see that language translation is used to
widen the accessibility. That said, we find cases where the
same image is associated with very different text (and there-
fore meanings). This initial characterisation paves the way
for more advanced pipelines to understand the dynamics of
fake and political content in a multi-lingual and non-textual
setting.
1 Introduction
Soon after its independence, India was divided internally
into states, based mainly on the different languages spo-
ken in each region, thus creating a distinct regional iden-
tity among its citizens in addition to the idea of nation-
hood (Guha 2017). There have often been conflicts and dis-
agreements across state borders, where separate regional
identities have been asserted over national unity (Gupta
1970). Within this historical and political context, we wish to
understand the extent to which information is shared across
different languages.
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We take as our case study the 2019 Indian General Elec-
tion, considered to be the largest ever exercise in repre-
sentative democracy, with over 67% of the 900 million
strong electorate participating in the polls. Similar to recent
elections in other countries (Metaxas and Mustafaraj 2012;
Agarwal, Sastry, and Wood 2019), it is also undeniable
that social media played an important role in the Indian
General Elections, helping mobilise voters and spreading
information about the different major parties (Rao 2019;
Patel 2019). Given the rich linguistic diversity in India, we
wish to understand the manner in which such a large scale
national effort plays out on social media despite the differ-
ences in languages among the electorate. We focus our ef-
forts on understanding whether and to what extent informa-
tion on social media crosses regional and linguistic divides.
To explore this, we have collected the first large-scale
dataset, consisting of over 1.2 million posts across 14 lan-
guages during and before the election campaigning period,
from ShareChat.1 This is a media and text-sharing platform
designed for Indian users, with over 50 million monthly
active users.2 In functionality, it is similar to services like
Instagram, with users sharing mostly multimedia content.
However, it has one major difference that aids our research
design: Unlike other global platforms, different languages
are separated into communities of their own, which creates
a silo effect and a strong sense of commonality. Despite this
regional appeal, it has accumulated tens of millions of users
in just 4 years of existence, with most being first time Inter-
net users (Levin 2019).
Figure 1 presents the ShareChat homepage, in which users
must first select the language community into which they
post. Note that there is no support for English language dur-
ing the registration process,3 thereby creating a unique social
media platform for regional languages. Thus, by mirroring
the language-based divisions of the political map of India,
ShareChat offers a fascinating environment to study Indian
identity along national and regional lines. This is in contrast
to other relevant platforms, such as WhatsApp, which do not
1An anonymised version of the dataset is available for non-
commercial research usage from https://tiny.cc/share-chat.
2https://we.sharechat.com/
3https://techcrunch.com/2019/08/15/sharechat-twitter-seriesd/
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Figure 1: ShareChat homepage and user interactions.
have such formal language boundaries (Melo et al. 2019;
Rao 2019; Garimella and Tyson 2018).
Our key hypothesis is that these language barriers may be
overcome via image-based content, which is less dependent
on linguistic understanding than text or audio. To explore
this, we formulate the following two research questions:
RQ-1 Can image content transcend language silos? If so,
how often does this happen, and amongst which lan-
guages?
RQ-2 What kinds of images are most successful in tran-
scending language silos, and do their semantic meanings
mutate?
To answer these questions, we exploit our ShareChat data
and propose a methodology to cluster perceptually similar
images, across languages, and understand how they change
per community. We find that a number of these images are
contain associated text (Zannettou et al. 2018). We therefore
extract language features within images via Optical Char-
acter Recognition (OCR) and further annotate multi-lingual
images with translations and semantic tags.
Using this data, we investigate the characteristics of im-
ages that have a wider cross-lingual adoption. We find that a
majority of the images have embedded text in them, which
is recognised by OCR. This presence of text strongly affects
the sharing of images across languages. We find, for exam-
ple, that sharing is easier when the image text is in languages
such as Hindi and English, which are lingua franca widely
understood across large portions of India. We also find that
the text of the image is translated when shared across dif-
ferent language communities, and that images spread more
easily across linguistically related languages or in languages
spoken in adjacent regions. We even observe that sometimes
message change during translation, e.g., political memes are
altered to make them more consumable in a specific lan-
guage, or the meaning is altered on purpose in the shared
text. Our results have key implications for understanding po-
litical communications in multi-lingual environments.
2 Related Work
Our study focuses on multi-lingual political discourse in
the largest democracy in the world, India. There have been
a number of works looking into the multi-lingual nature
of certain platforms. For example, language differences
amongst Wikipedia editors (Kaffee and Simperl 2018), as
well as general differences amongst language editions (Hale
2014; Hecht and Gergle 2010; Hale 2015). Often this goes
beyond textual differences, showing that even images dif-
fer amongst language editions (He et al. 2018). There have
also been efforts to bridge these gaps (Bao et al. 2012), al-
though often differences extend beyond language to include
differences between facts and foci. This often leads editors
to work on their non-native language editions (Hale 2015).
Although highly relevant, our work differs in that we focus
on a social community platform, in which individuals and
groups communicate. This contrasts starkly with the use of
community-driven online encyclopedias, which are focused
on communal curation of knowledge.
More closely related are the range of studies looking at
the multi-lingual use of social platforms, e.g., blogs (Hale
2012), reviews (Hale 2016) and Twitter (Nguyen, Tri-
eschnigg, and Cornips 2015; Hong, Convertino, and Chi
2011). In most cases, these studies find a dominance of En-
glish language material. For example, Hong et al. (Hong,
Convertino, and Chi 2011) found that 51% of tweets are in
English. Curiously, it has been found that individuals of-
ten change their language choices to reflect different po-
sitions or opinions (Murthy et al. 2015). Another major
part of this paper is the study of memes and image shar-
ing. Recent works have looked at meme sharing on plat-
forms like Reddit, 4Chan and Gab, where they are often
used to spread hate and fake news (Zannettou et al. 2018).
These modalities are powerful, in that they often transcend
languages, and have sometimes provoked real world con-
sequences (Zannettou et al. 2019b) or have been used as
a mode of information warfare (Zannettou et al. 2019a;
Raman et al. 2019).
Our research differs substantially from the works above.
The above social media platform does not embed language
directly into their operations. Instead, language communities
form naturally. In contrast, ShareChat is themed around lan-
guage with strict distinctions between communities. Further-
more, it has a strong focus on image-based sharing, which
we posit may not be impacted by language in the same way
as textual posts. As such, we are curious to understand the
interplay between these strictly defined language communi-
ties, and the capacity of images to cross language bound-
aries. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper
to empirically explore user and language behaviour at such
scale on a multimedia heavy, multi-lingual platform, across
languages used (in India).
3 Data Collection
We have gathered, to the best of our knowledge, the first
large-scale multi-lingual social network dataset. To collect
this dataset, we started with the set of manually curated top-
ics that Sharechat publishes everyday on their website, for
each language.4 These topics are separated across various
categories, such as entertainment, politics, religion, news,
4https://sharechat.com/explore
with each topic containing a set of popular hashtags. In this
paper, we focus on politics and therefore gather all hashtags
posted about politics between 28 January 2018 and 20 June
2019, across all the 14 languages supported by ShareChat. In
total, 1,313 hashtags were used, of which 480 were related
to Politics. Thus, we believe Politics represents a significant
portion of activity on Sharechat during the period of study.
Note that the period we consider coincides with high profile
events of national importance, such as the Indian National
Elections and an escalation of the India-Pakistan conflict.
We obtained all the posts from all the political hashtags
using the ShareChat API, for the entire duration of the crawl.
Each post is serialised as a JSON object containing the com-
plete metadata about the post, including the number of likes,
comments, shares on WhatsApp,5 tags, post identifier, Op-
tical Character Recognition (OCR) text from the image and
date of creation.
We further download all the images, video and audio con-
tent from the posts. Overall, our dataset consists of 1.2 mil-
lion posts from 321k unique users. These posts consist of
a diverse set of media types (Gifs, images, videos), out of
which almost half (641k) are images. Since images are the
most dominant medium of communication, in the following
sections, we only consider posts containing images. Images
also receive significantly more engagement on the platform,
with a median of 377 views per image as opposed to 172 for
non-images.
Around 15% of images have no OCR text (i.e. no tex-
tual content in the image) in them. We manually check the
accuracy of OCR on a few hundred posts in multiple lan-
guages and find a satisfactory performance (Figure 2). We
also identify the language from the OCR text and hashtags
using Google’s Compact Language Detector (Ooms 2018).
In the rest of the paper, the term language refers to the profile
language of the user who authored a post. When referenc-
ing languages identified from post processing, we will pre-
cede it with the method used to identify the language, i.e.,
OCR language or Tag language. We believe that our large
scale multi-lingual, multi-modal dataset would be valuable
for research in Computational Social Science, and could also
benefit researchers from other fields including Natural Lan-
guage Processing, and Computer Vision.
4 Data Processing Methodology
We next process the data to (i) cluster similar images to-
gether; and (ii) translate all text into English.
4.1 Image Clustering
Since we are dealing with more than half a million images,
in order to make the analysis tractable, we cluster together
visually and perceptually similar images. This allows us to
effectively find “memes” (Zannettou et al. 2018). For sim-
plicity, we refer to any images containing accompanying text
as memes. To identify clusters of images, we make use of a
recently open sourced image hashing algorithm by Facebook
5Unlike Twitter, ShareChat does not have a retweet button, but
allows users to quickly share content to WhatsApp. Hence the share
counts reported here are shares from ShareChat to WhatsApp.
known as PDQ.6 The PDQ hashing algorithm is a signifi-
cant improvement over the commonly used phash (Zauner
2010), and produces a 256 bit hash using a discrete cosine
transformation algorithm. PDQ is used by Facebook to de-
tect similar content, and is the state-of-the-art approach for
identifying and clustering similar images.
Using PDQ, we cluster images and inspect each cluster
for features they correspond to. The clustering takes one pa-
rameter d: the distance threshold for the images to be con-
sidered similar. This parameter takes values in the range 31–
63. Through manual inspection, we find that for d > 50,
images that are very different from each other tend to get
grouped in the same cluster, and for d < 50, the choice of d
does not appear to make much of a difference, and clusters
typically show a high degree of cohesion (i.e., the clusters
largely consist of copies of one unique image). Therefore,
having tested multiple possible values of the distance pa-
rameter, we choose d = 31, the default value used in PDQ,
as this yields cohesive clusters. Through this process, we
obtain over 400k image clusters from 560k individual im-
ages. Out of these, 54k clusters have between 2–10 images,
and roughly 2000 clusters have over 10 images. The biggest
cluster contains 261 images.
4.2 OCR Language Translation
To enable analysis, we next translate all the OCR text con-
tained within images into English using Google Translate.
To validate correctness, we ask native language speakers
from 8 of the 10 languages we consider, to verify the trans-
lations. Our validation exercise focuses on 63 clusters (con-
taining 769 images) which are identified as having images
with more than 3 different languages, according to OCR.
The native speakers first check whether the OCR has cor-
rectly identified the text contained in the image, and then
check if the machine translation by Google Translate is ac-
curate. In the case of errors in either of these two steps, our
volunteers provided high quality manual translations to pro-
vide an accurate ground truth.
In Figure 2 we first present the recorded accuracy of the
translation of OCR from the native language to English (or-
ange bar). Overall, this shows that the OCR language de-
tection used by ShareChat performs well (90% to 100%).
Figure 2 also shows the accuracy of the extracted OCR text
(yellow bar). Based on the language, we see mostly posi-
tive results (i.e., above 90% accuracy), except for a few, e.g.,
Bengali which falls under 70%. Finally, the figure shows that
automatic translation by Google is not that accurate (green
bar). For certain widely spoken languages such as Hindi,
translation performs well: over 75% of translations require
no modification. However, this does not hold true for many
other Indian languages. For example, with Telugu, transla-
tion was sensitive to spaces, and performed poorly for long
sentences. In contrast, Tamil translations prove to be poorer
for short sentences. Furthermore, even minor typographical
mistakes in the OCR text negatively impact the results, with-
out the capacity to ‘auto correct’ as seen with English.
6github.com/facebook/ThreatExchange/tree/master/hashing/pdq
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Figure 2: Accuracy of translation and language detection,
as evaluated from a sample of 769 images by native speak-
ers: Orange bar shows the percentage of posts for which the
language detected by OCR was accurate (close to 100% for
all languages). Yellow bar shows the accuracy of the OCR-
generated text (> 75% for all languages except Malayalam
and Bengali). Green bar shows the accuracy of automatic
translation into English.
5 Basic Characterisation
We begin by providing a brief statistical overview of activity
on ShareChat.
5.1 Summary Statistics
Figure 3 presents the number of posts in each language. Due
the varying population sizes, we see a strong skew towards
widely spoken languages. Surprisingly, Hindi is not the most
popular language though. Instead, Telugu and Malayalam
accumulate the majority of posts (16.4% and 15% respec-
tively). Due to this skew, in the later sections we choose to
use just the top 10 languages, as languages such as Bhojpuri,
Haryanvi and Rajasthani accumulate very few posts.
Next, Figure 4 presents the empirical distributions of
likes, shares and views across all posts in our dataset. Nat-
urally, we see that views dominate with a median of 340
per post. As seen in other social media platforms, we ob-
serve a significant skew with the top 10% of posts ac-
cumulating 76% (2.47 Billion) of all views (Sastry 2012;
Cappelletti and Sastry 2012; Tyson et al. 2015). Similar pat-
terns are seen within sharing and liking patterns. Liking is
fractionally more popular than sharing, although we note
that ShareChat does not have a retweet-like share option to
share content on the platform. Instead, sharing is a means of
reposting the content from ShareChat onto WhatsApp.
5.2 Media types
ShareChat supports various media types including images,
audio, video, web links and even survey-style polls. Whereas
audio (and audio components of video) would be language
specific, images are more portable across languages. Fig-
ure 5 presents the distribution of media types per-post across
the different language communities. Overall, images domi-
nate ShareChat with 55% of all posts containing image con-
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Figure 4: Views, shares and likes across all languages.
tent. These are then followed by video (20%), text (19%)
and links (6%). It is also interesting to contrast this make-up
across the languages. Whereas most exhibit similar trends,
we find some noticeable outliers. Kannada (and Haryanvi,
not shown) have a substantial number of posts containing
web links, as compared to other communities. We conjecture
that, overall, the heavy reliance on portable cross-language
media such as images and web links may aid the sharing of
content across languages.
5.3 Temporal patterns of activity
Given that each language appears to primarily have inde-
pendent content that is native to its language, we next exam-
ine how the activity levels of different languages vary across
time. Figure 6 presents the time series of posts per day across
languages.
Some synchronisation in activity volumes can be ob-
served across languages, which is likely driven by the elec-
toral activities. Interestingly, however, the peaks of different
languages are out of step with each other in many cases.
Digging deeper, we find that this is caused by the multiple
phases of voting in the Indian Elections, and the peaks corre-
spond to the voting days in the states where those languages
are spoken, as marked with the vertical dotted lines (marker
below the x-axis shows which state had a voting day cor-
responding to that peak). For instance, the Voting day for
Andhra Pradesh (major Telugu speaking state) is 11th April;
Kerala (Malayalam) on 23th April, Punjab (Punjabi) 19th
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Figure 5: Media count in posts per language. The x-axis is
sorted by decreasing count of images in each language.
Figure 6: Daily posts plot for languages having maximum
peak of more than 2,500 posts per day. Vertical dotted lines
are voting days in one of the phases of the multiple-phase
Indian election. The right most vertical dotted line is 23 May,
when the results of the election were announced across the
nation, causing peaks in all languages.
May; Tamil Nadu (Tamil) 18th April. The final peak on 23
May, (corresponding to the election result declaration day)
sees a peak for all the languages. Although intuitive, we see
that these language trends are not agnostic to the underlying
events important to their communities.
6 Image Spreading Across Languages
As noted earlier, ShareChat is organised into separate lan-
guage communities, and users must choose a language when
registering. Thus, each language community forms its own
silo. In this section, we explore to what extent information
(more specifically image content) crosses from one language
silo to another.
6.1 Crossing languages is difficult
As noted in §4.1, similar images are collected together into
clusters using the PDQ algorithm. To test whether users from
different languages are exposed to the same image content,
we first begin by checking users from how many different
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Figure 7: Number of image clusters spanning n languages.
Each cluster consists of highly similar images as determined
by Facebook PDQ algorithm. y-axis is log scale.
languages (as identified by the language set in the profile
of the user posting) are represented in each cluster. Figure 7
presents the number of image clusters that span multiple lan-
guage communities. Note that the y-axis is in log-scale, and
the vast majority (98%) of clusters are images from a single
language community. However, the remaining 2% of clus-
ters transcend language boundaries, with 108 clusters (3258
images in total) crossing five different language communi-
ties. This shows that images can be an effective commu-
nication mechanism, particularly when contrasted with text
(where only 0.3% of text-based posts occur in multiple lan-
guage communities using the same methodology).
We next test if images that cross language boundaries pro-
ceed to obtain more “shares”, i.e., are they more popular. Re-
call that shares refer to the act of sharing content via What-
sApp. Figure 8 (top) presents, as a box plot, the number of
shares per item, based on how many language communities
it occurs in. We see a clear trend, whereby multi-lingual con-
tent gains more shares. Whereas content that appears in one
language community gains a median of 15 shares, this in-
crease to 20 for 4 languages. This appears to indicate that
users may expend more energy to translate content that they
find to be ‘viral’ or worthy of sharing widely. This is intu-
itive as, naturally, images that move across clusters also gain
more views. Figure 8 (bottom) confirms this, showing that
the number of views of images in a cluster increases with
the number of languages in that cluster. There is a strong
(74%) correlation between number of views on Sharechat
and numbers of shares from ShareChat to WhatsApp.
We also noticed the presence of text on the image affects
the propensity to share across languages. Recall that 15%
of images do not contain any OCR text. We find that this
further impacts sharing rates. The average number of shares
for images without text is 22 (standard deviation=74) com-
pared to 34 (standard deviation=155) for images with text.
A KS test (one-sided) confirms that this difference is statis-
tically significant (D = 0.09352, p < 0.001). For images
with OCR text, 80% of OCR text is in the same language
as the user’s profile language. This leaves around 20% posts
that have an OCR text language that is different from the
user’s profile language. This is important as it confirms that
Figure 8: Distribution of the average number of shares (top)
and views (bottom) of the image variants represented in a
cluster. We can see that the median increases with the num-
ber of languages where images from that cluster are found.
non-native languages can penetrate these communities. This
20% is mostly made-up of lingua franca, i.e., English (11%
posts, average share 24), Hindi (8%, average share 34) and
Others (1%).
6.2 Quantifying cross language interaction
Based on the above observation, we next take a deeper look
at which languages co-occur together and consider cross lan-
guage interactions via both direct text (hashtags), as well as
the text contained within images (i.e., OCR text). To mea-
sure the extent to which some piece of information may go
from one language silo to another, we take all posts from
users of a specific language, and detect the languages of tags
used on those items using Google’s Compact Language De-
tector 2 (Ooms 2018). Similarly, for all images posted by
users from a specific language, we detect the language of
any OCR text embedded in those images.
Figure 9 (top) presents the language make-up for tags
within each language community or silo, and Figure 9 (bot-
tom) shows the language make-up for the OCR text taken
from images. We see that in most language communities,
the dominant language for both tags and OCR text tends to
be the language of that community. However, we do observe
a number of cases for languages bleeding across community
boundaries. Although it is less commonly observed in tags,
we regularly see images containing text in other languages
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Figure 9: Proportion of non-native languages from (top)
hashtags (text) and (bottom) OCR text (images). Languages
on x-axis indicate the user profile language and are ordered
by descending proportion of English + Hindi, two languages
which are used and understood widely across India.
shared within communities (as discussed in §6.1). As the
lingua franca, Hindi and English are by far the most likely
OCR-recognised languages to be used in other communities.
In fact, together Hindi and English make up over half of the
image (OCR) text in the Gujarati and Marathi communities.
That said, this also extends to other less widely spoken lan-
guages too, e.g., the Odia community contains noticeable
fractions of tags in English and Marathi, as well as Odia it-
self. This confirms that it is possible to transcend language
barriers, although clearly the prominence of the local lan-
guage shows that this is not trivial.
6.3 Drivers of cross-language interaction
The previous subsection hints at one possible factor that may
lead to the use of a foreign language – the widespread un-
derstanding of lingua franca such as Hindi and English. We
next explore the extent to which relationships between lan-
guages affect whether images are shared across those lan-
guages. There are three major language families in India:
the Indo-Aryan languages, Dravidian and Munda (Emeneau
1956), of which the first two are represented in ShareChat.
It is more common to find speakers who can speak both lan-
guages of a pair, for languages within the same language
family. To get a better understanding of how language com-
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Figure 10: Co-occurrence of languages in image clusters
munities intersect via image sharing, Figure 10 presents a
dendrogram to highlight how different language communi-
ties tend to share material. We measure the co-occurrence of
the same image (or close variants of the same image) in dif-
ferent language communities. Thus, we measure the extent
to which the same or similar information is conveyed in two
different languages, for every possible language pair.
The dendrogram recovers similarities between languages
that are geographically or linguistically close to each other
(e.g., Dravidian languages such as Tamil, Telugu, Malay-
alam and Kannada). Table 1 shows the fraction of posts of
a given language L2 that occurs within the community of a
language L1, focusing on the five pairs of languages with
the maximum and minimum overlap. Four of the top five
overlaps are observed between Hindi and languages of states
where Hindi is widely spoken and understood even if it is not
the official state language (Gujarat, Punjab and Maharashtra,
which speaks Marathi). The only top overlap where Hindi is
not involved is between Marathi and Gujarati, languages of
neighbouring states, with a long history of interaction and
migration. The bottom of the table shows that language pairs
with the least cross-over are those from different language
families (e.g., Tamil, a Dravidian language and Marathi, an
Indo-Aryan language).
Interestingly, however, the dendrogram also points to
close interactions among some pairs of languages that come
from very different language families and are spoken in
states that are geographically far apart, such as Bengali and
Kannada. Manual examination reveals that many of the posts
shared between these two languages are memes contain-
ing exhortations to vote (Figure 11 shows an example). W.
Bengal (where Bengali is spoken) and Karanataka (where
Kannada is spoken) both went to polls on the same day,
which suggests that the shared content between these two
languages may have resulted from an organised effort to
share election-related information more widely.
Table 1: Maximum (top 5) and minimum (bottom 5) of over-
laps among pairs of languages
Rank L1 L2 Overlap
1 Marathi Hindi 5.48%
2 Gujarati Hindi 5.01%
3 Gujarati Marathi 3.72%
4 Hindi Marathi 3.36%
5 Punjabi Hindi 3.04%
86 Hindi Tamil 0.13%
87 Tamil Marathi 0.12%
88 Malayalam Bengali 0.12%
89 Tamil Bengali 0.12%
90 Tamil Hindi 0.12%
Figure 11: A “go and vote” message shared across Kannada
(left), Bengali (right), and other languages.
6.4 What gets translated?
We next look at what kinds of content get translated and
move across languages. To understand this, we first created
a list of the most commonly occurring words in the OCR
text of the images (See §4.2). Taking all the words which
occur more than five times into consideration, we manually
code them into 9 categories. We follow a two step approach
to come up with this categorisation. First, different authors
of the paper coded a small subset of images to come up with
a coarse set of categories. These were merged to come up
with the final list of 9 categories of information which tran-
scend language boundaries: election slogans, party names,
politician names, state names, Kashmir conflict, cricket, In-
dia, world and others (such as viral, years, family, share and
so forth). Figure 12 (top) shows the total number of shares
that each of these categories get. This reveals an interesting
mix of topics that provide new insights: since we collected
data related to politics, keywords related to politics such as
politician/party names, etc. are expected. However, it is in-
teresting to see categories related to issues such as the Kash-
mir conflict and cricket — these topics are of interest across
the nation; possibly an important consideration when decid-
ing which images to translate across languages.
Briefly, Figure 12 (bottom) also highlights the presence of
these topics across the language communities. We see that
trends are broadly similar, yet there are noticeable differ-
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Figure 12: Most popular categories of posts that are shared
across language barriers and number of shares (top). Break-
down of topics per language community (bottom).
ences. For instance, “India” makes up over half of the posts
in Tamil compared to less than 10% in Hindi. Individual
language communities also show different preferences; for
instance, Malayalam shares the highest proportion of elec-
tion slogans. Similarly, Hindi, Marathi and Gujarati share
more party names-related images than other communities,
whereas Hindi and Kannada share more cricket images than
other languages. Given that Indian states were created based
on the languages spoken, cross-language sharing of state-
specific issues are negligibly small in all communities.
6.5 Are translations faithful?
Our previous results have shown that meme-based images
(containing text) that transcend language barriers often ben-
efit from translation. Due to this, we are interested to know
whether such translations preserve or alter the semantic
meanings. Since many of the most widely translated cate-
gories are related to politics or contentious national issues
in India, this question acquires an additional dimension of
truth and propaganda.
We have 68 image clusters with multiple languages, con-
sisting of 1080 images. Of these, we are able to fully trans-
late all images within 63 of those clusters.7 These are made-
7The other clusters contain Odiya or Punjabi – languages for
which we did not have access to native speakers
Figure 13: Example of images with different messages
which portray a political message with different messages
in Hindi. Both show Mr. Modi, the incumbent Prime Min-
ister of India at the time of the Election. The caption of the
left figure reads “Friends, I am coming”, whereas the right
figure reads “Friends, I am going”.
up of 769 images. To compare the meanings of each piece of
text within an image cluster, we allocate each of the images
to 2 annotators. Each annotator looks at all of the images in
a cluster, as well as the associated OCR text translated into
English.8 The annotators are then responsible for grouping
all images within the cluster into semantic groups, based on
their OCR texts. This may yield, for example, a single im-
age with two different OCR texts with diametrically oppo-
site meanings (e.g., see Figure 13). We then say that there
are two different “messages” contained in these clusters.
We find that images contained in the majority of clusters
have similar messages even when the text is translated into
multiple languages (Figure 14 shows an example). However,
we find a handful of clusters with more than one message:
11 have two messages; often these are memes, but with the
“translations” containing distinct messages that have differ-
ent meanings. Figure 15 shows that in all, only 25 clusters
have more than one message, and the number of distinct
messages in each cluster tends to be small: only 2 clusters
have more than 5 messages, and one cluster has 9 different
messages. Interestingly, we find that image clusters contain-
ing more than one message tends to get more shares (mean
44, median 24) and views (mean 2865, median 1889) than
clusters where the images contain only one meaning (mean
shares 26, median 20; mean views 2255, median 1329).
Finally, we briefly note that although our detailed man-
ual coding and analysis supported by native speakers (§4.2)
suggests that most of the cases where images have differ-
ent messages is caused by differences in the text embedded
in the images, we have also observed a few cases where the
images themselves have been changed, creating a new mean-
ing. Figure 16 shows an example.
7 Conclusions
This paper investigated the role of language in the dissemi-
nation of political content within the Indian context, through
8The translations are high quality manual translations by native
speakers as described in §4.2
Figure 14: Meme of a similar post in seven different lan-
guages (only a selection of languages shown) by nine dif-
ferent language communities in 190 images. Each variant is
a joke about how politicians court citizens, becoming very
courteous just before the elections (politician bowing down)
but then turn on them after getting elected (bottom image:
politician kicking the citizen).
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Figure 15: Number of image clusters where OCR texts con-
tain more than n distinct messages.
the lens of ShareChat. We began by asking two sets of re-
search questions.
First, can image content transcend language silos and,
if so, how often does this happen and amongst which lan-
guages? We find that the vast majority of image clusters
remain within a single language silo. However, this leaves
in excess of 33k images crossing boundaries. We find that
geography and language connections play a role: when con-
tent crosses language boundaries, it does so into languages
which belong to neighbouring states, or which are related
linguistically.
Second, we asked what kinds of images are most suc-
cessful in transcending language silos, and do their seman-
tic meanings mutate? We certainly observe certain topics
that are more effective at gaining cross language interest.
As anticipated, we find that images containing text related
to national Indian politics cross languages more often. But
we further observe other topics of pan-Indian interest (e.g.,
Figure 16: Example of non-text cluster where political faces
are changing. Both images depict politicians as beggars. The
left image shows leading politicians from the opposition
party and the right image replaces those heads with leaders
of the ruling party.
cricket) also gain traction among a diverse set of languages.
By clustering images based on perceptual similarity, and
manually verifying their semantic meanings with annotators,
we found that 25 clusters of images had text which changed
meaning as they crossed language barriers.
There are a number of lines of future work and, indeed,
this paper constitutes just our first steps. We plan to fo-
cus more closely on the semantic nature of images, in-
cluding the characteristics that lead to more popular posts,
as well as posts that can overcome language barriers. We
also plan to understand other social broadcasts such as live
videos, poll and links in these user posts (Raman, Tyson,
and Sastry 2018). Preliminary analysis of the ShareChat
content has revealed the presence of “fake news”, and has
shown how it tends to gain higher share rates than main-
stream content. Thus, another line of investigation is to
trace the origins of such content and understand how it may
link to more targeted political activities (Bhatt et al. 2018;
Agarwal et al. 2020; Starbird 2017).
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